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Distorted Wave Method for Electron Capture from Atomic Hydrogen*
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(Received August 17, 1959)

The distorted wave method, in which distorted waves replace plane waves in the matrix elements for the
collision amplitude, is given a rigorous formulation for arbitrary rearrangement collisions. In atomic collisions
involving electron rearrangement, the formulation enables removal of the unphysical internuclear Coulomb
interaction from the "perturbation" Hamiltonian. The procedure is applied to the problem of electron
capture by protons in atomic hydrogen, eliminating explicit dependence on the proton-proton interaction.
Numerical results of a 6rst order calculation are in good agreement with experiments from 35 to 200 kev.
Despite this agreement and the agreement of previous calculations it is felt the charge transfer process is
still not well understood.

1. INTRODUCTION
' 'N our opinion the simplest charge transfer process

H+H+ ~ H++H, (1-1)

which has been examined by many authors' ' does not
yet have a satisfactory theory. Jackson and SchifP (JS)
and Bates and Dalgarno' (BD) have computed the
cross section for Eq. (1-1) in first Born approximation.
They find good agreement with experiment "at inci-
dent proton energies above about 40 kev, assuming that
the charge transfer cross section per H atom in the
molecular reaction

H++Hs ~ H+Hs+ (1-2)

is the same as the cross section for the atomic reaction
(1-1). This assumption is necessary because the cross
section for (1-1) has been measured" only at energies
less than 25 kev. Below 25 kev the incident proton
velocity is less than the electron velocity in its first
Bohr orbit (a,), and Born approximation is not expected

to hoM. Unfortunately, there are grave theoretical ob-
jections to the assumption that for the purposes of
charge transfer one H2 molecule is equivalent to two
isolated H atoms, but it is possible that this equivalence
holds because of fortuitous cancellation of several op-
posing sects. '4 Granting the relevance of the experi-
mental data with which the JS and BD calculation have
been compared, there remain some theoretical difB-
culties connected with this calculation, which difhculties
we proceed to describe.

In first Born approximation the differential cross
section tgo for (1-1)corresponding to capture with deffec-
tion of the incident proton into the direction ny in the
center-of-mass system is

(tt/2srjs')'( Qf ) V, ( lb;) ~'. (1-3)

In Eq. (1-3), tt=M(M+m)/(2M+m) is the reduced
mass; V;= Vi,+Vis is the prior "perturbation, "proton
1 being incident along n;; Vi,= e'/ri„' Vis=e/E—is,'

and lb; and lbf, the incident and final wave functions,
respectively, are
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p, =g(rs, ) expLiEn, "R],
pf=l(ri, ) expL iKnf —R']

(1-4)

Subscripts e, 1, 2 refer, respectively, to the electron and
to protons 1 and 2; I is the ground-state wave function
of the hydrogen atom; and AE=pe, with v the inci-
dent proton velocity. The coordinates are as shown
in Fig. 1; LR =Ri—(m+M) '(mr, +Mrs), R'= rs
—(m+M) '(mr, +Mrs), ri, =r, ri, etc.]—. With the
post interaction, V; in (1-3) is replaced by Vf Vs,
+Vis. In general Qf~ V, f,)=(haft Vftf, ); for the spe-
cial case of capture into the ground state of the atom
formed by e and 2, the only case we consider in this
paper, the reaction (1-1) is so symmetric that the post
and prior matrix elements are formally identical, not
merely numerically equal.

As JS and BD have shown, the matrix element
Q'f

~
Vis

~
l/lz) of the proton-proton interaction is of the

"T.F. Tuan and E. Gerjuoy, following paper /Phys. Rev. 117,
756 (1960)).
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function in the initial channel appearing in his matrix
element represents scattering of the electron by the
incident proton. With the final interaction the matrix
element describes a double scattering of the electron by
the two protons. With the initial interaction the process
is changed to a situation in which the electron first
scattered by the incident proton re-interacts with the
same proton. The two matrix elements should lead to
diGerent cross sections. The error involved is difficult to
assess. Estimates of Drisko indicate that the error is
serious in the high-energy limit.

In atomic collisions of the type

a+b~ c+d, (1-5)

Fzo. 1. Coordinate system. 1 refers to the incident proton, 2 to the
nucleus, and e to the electron.

same order of magnitude, and has the same energy de-
pendence at high energies, as the matrix element of V~..
On the other hand Srinkman and Kramers (BK) have
argued, with Oppenheimer, " that V» should be negli-
gible in the high-energy range where Born approxima-
tion is supposedly valid. Their argument is appealing;
seemingly the only effect of U» is a slight deflection of
the fast incident proton, which deflection should hardly
affect the probability of electron capture. Moreover, the
protons are so heavy compared with the electron that it
appears legitimate" to replace the protons by classical
centers of force, reducing the original three-body reac-
tion to a one-body problem in the fashion of Mott. '"
With this replacement, it can be proved rigorously' that
the electron capture cross section is independent of the
proton-proton interaction. The BK conjecture that V»
can be neglected receives added support from Drisko,
who in the high energy limit v —+ ~ finds that the first
Born approximation V» contribution is canceled by
proton-proton contributions in second Born approxi-
mation.

Attempting to resolve this difIiculty, Pradhan' has
considered an impulse approximation in which, to first
order, the proton-proton matrix element vanishes. This
theory also provides a good fit to the experimental data.
However, Pradhan makes an approximation which casts
some doubt on the validity of his calculation. He derives
a matrix element which involves the final interaction
Vrs+ Us, . To expedite the integration, this interaction
is replaced by the initial interaction V»+Vr, . The
physical processes represented by the two matrix ele-
ments are quite diferent. As Pradhan notes, the wave

"J.R. Oppenheimer, Phys. Rev. 31, 66, 349 (1928)."It must be remembered however, see Tuan and Gerjuoy,
reference 14, that the effective wavelength in the capture process
is not the wavelength of the incident proton, but the 2000 times
greater wavelength of an electron moving with the incident proton
velocity.' N. F. Mott, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 27, 553 (1931)."G.C. Wick (see Jackson and Schiii', reference 3).

wherein electron rearrangement takes place, the so-
called "distorted wave method" provides a convenient
means of removing the unphysical internuclear Coulomb
interaction from the "perturbation" whose matrix ele-
ment yields the cross section. The requisite formulas for
an arbitrary rearrangement (1-5) are obtained in Sec. 2,
and applied to the electron capture problem (1-1) in
Sec. 3. Therewith V» is removed from the perturbation;
in fact, in a first-order Born-like approximation, all
dependence on V» is removed. Section 4 is devoted to
examining the numerical predictions of this first-order
approximation. In Sec. 5 we make a semiclassical impact
parameter calculation based on our first order distorted
wave approximation and compare the results with the
results of similar calculations by BK who use only the
electron-proton interaction V~„and with SchifP' who
considers the complete interaction V;. Finally, in Sec. 6,
we compare our predictions with the results of previous
theories and measurements.

H=H, +V;=Hg+Vr. (2-1)

Here H; describes the motion of the aggregates u and b

in the absence of their mutual interaction V;. II~ and Vy
provide a similar description of the final system (c,d).

Thematrixelements" "(4'r' 't V;(P,)=Jr( Vr(% +')
yield the cross section for the reaction (2-1), where

1
V, ly, (2-2)

H —E'—is

is the unique" "solution to (H—E')4=0 with incident
wave P; in the initial channel and outgoing scattered

"H. SchiR, Can. J. Phys. 32, 393 (1934).
~' B.A. Lippmann and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 79, 469 (1950}.' M. Gell-Mann and M. I.. Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 91, 398

(1953).
22 E. Gerjuoy, Ann. Phys. 5, 58 (1958},
23 B. A. I.ippmann, Phys. Rev. 102, 264 (1956).
24 K. Gerjuoy, Phys. Rev. 109, 1806 {1958).

2. FORMULATION OF SCATTERING AMPLITUDE

In reactions such as (1-5) the total Hamiltonian H
can be written in either the initial or final system; that
is
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parts, and

( 1

H —E'+is

represents elastic scattering of c, d in the static inter-
action

(2-3)
U) =—Uf(1 e) =(u, (s,)ue(sd) j Vf

~
u, (s,)ue(sd)). (2-11)

is the unique solution to (H—E)4=0 with incident
wave Py and incoming scattered parts. Of course
(H; —E')g, = (Hf —E')/~=0. Moreover, writing V,= U,
+V,—U;, and employing either Eq. (4.9) of Gell-Mann
and Goldberger" or Eq. (2.25b) of Gerjuoy 22

@,(+)—x,(+) G(V, U,)x,(+)=x,(+)+y (2 4)
where

x,(+) =(1—g, U, )lp, —=
~

1— U, ~))b, , (2-5)
H,+U; E' i e— —

is the unique solution to (H,+U, E))t=0 —with inci-
dent wave ib, and outgoing scattered parts.

ln the foregoing equations E' is the center-of-mass
energy and U; is arbitrary, provided only that limr, bU;
=0 as r, b

—+ ~, with r b the distance between the
centers of mass of a and b. When U, depends on r b

only, X +& contains only elastically scattered parts, so
that&= —G(V,—U;)&;(+) contains the description of all
other possible reactions, i.e., excitation of a, 5 and
rearrangements. Thus when U, =U;(r, s), using

When U, is defined by Eq. (2-11), any term in V;
depending on r, s only, V»(r &) say, will not ap-
pear in the interaction V,—U; of Eq. (2-7), because
(u,us~ Vis(r, s)u,us) = V»(r, s). Since the atomic center
of mass very nearly coincides with the position of the
atomic nucleus, it now is apparent that in atomic
collisions involving electronic rearrangement, the inter-
nuclear Coulomb interaction very nearly disappears
from the distorted wave interaction V;—U;. Except in
special circumstances when the remaining interactions
in V;—U; yield unexpectedly small transition proba-
bilities, the error made in altogether dropping the
internuclear interaction from V,—U; will be of the
order of m/M.

3. APPLICATION TO CHARGE TRANSFER

As an example of the utility of the method, we shall
investigate the capture of electrons from atomic hydro-
gen by fast protons. For the reaction (1-1),II; and V; of
Eq. (2-1) are, in the notation of Sec. 1,

G=Gf —GfVgG, (2-6)

where Gy= (Hy E' is) ', on—e fin—ds" "the diGerential
cross section for the reaction (1-5) is

da= ~a(i~ f) ~2

=(uii2~&2)2I(+~' 'I V' —U'IX*'+')I2, (2-7)

h2 I72 e2

H = ——V@2— V2——
2p 2p r2e

g2 g2

V,—= Vis+ Vi, =
R12 rle

(3-1)

(3-2)

where ir'=mM(M+m) ', and V'22 represents the La-
placian with respect to r2, . U, of Eq. (2-10) is

with yf the reduced mass of aggregates c, d. In Eq. (2-7)
Vf( ) is given by Eq. (2-3) or by the analogsof Eqs. (2-4)
and (2-5), namely

g2 g2

El;(2) = (m(r„) —w(~„)),
R12 rle

(3-3)
(Vf Uf) xf (2 g)

H E'+ie—
1x(—)=( ]

Hy+Uf E'+ie—
integrated over r2, holding R constant. Since u(r2, ) is
spherically symmetric, U; is independent of the orienta-

(2-9) tion of R. Ris=R—+m(M+m) 'rs„and one finds

1
The distorted wave method" is characterized by the u(r2, )

choice R12
w(r, .))

U;=—U, (r, s) =(u, (s,)us(ss) t V, iu, (s )us(ss)), (2-10)

with N„ub the initial bound states of the aggregates
a, b. The matrix element in (2-10) is integrated over all
values of the internal coordinates s, sb of d', b, holding
r, s constant. In other words U, (r, b) is the average
(over internal motions) static interaction between the
initial aggregates a, b, and X,(+) of Eq. (2-5) represents
the elastic scattering of a, b by this static interaction. "
Similarly the distorted wave Xf( ) in the final system

1 M=——+
R R mu, .

2MEq
exp

~

— —
( (3-4)

E m a.)
with a, =h2/me2. Equation (3-4) shows V» —(u~ V»~u)
is indeed negligible at all significant values of rr„Rin
the matrix element (2-7); the error made in dropping
the proton-proton interaction from V,—U, is of the
order m/M as stated. Similarly rr, =M(m+M) 'r2, R, —
and

2 H. S. W. Massey, Revs. Modern Phys. 28, 199 (1956); H. S. 1 1 1 1 ( 2R)
W. Massey, inHarrdblchder Physik, edited by S.Fliigge (Springer- u(rse) u(r2e) =———+—exp~ —

~, (3-5)
Verlag, Berlin, 1956), Vol. 36, p. 285. ri, E E a, . ( a, )
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so that, replacing R by E» which simplifies the integra-
tion of (2-7) and again makes an error of order 222/M,

V —U =e'
-~12 rle

r 1 1y r 2E22q
+—

l exp/ —
I

. (3-6)
LR22 a i 0 a. i

The reappearance of the term e2/8~2 in V,—U, after its
cancellation in V» —(u~ V»

~
u), is a noteworthy conse-

quence of the fact that in (3-5) we are evaluating the
average value of 1/r~, which, since the electron is
centered at 2, naturally has a leading term proportional
to 1/R». If the electron interaction were anything but
the inverse first power of r~„its average would not con-
tain terms so similar to the proton-proton interaction;
it is evident from (3-5) that V;—U, will contain e2/Ei2,
but not Ze2/E», when the proton is incident on a
hydrogenic atom with nuclear charge Ze.

4. FIRST-ORDER CROSS SECTION

We take as a first-order approximation to the ampli-
tude A (i —+ f) of Eq. (2-7) a Born-like approximation
in which, recollecting Eqs. (2-3) and (2-5), +f' & and
X,&+& are replaced by the corresponding plane waves ff
and P; of Eq. (1-4). The reaction (1-1) is so symmetric
that, as in the usual Born approximation, no post-prior
discrepancy is produced by our plane wave approxima-
tion to the exact A (i~ f), i.e. , (Pf ~

V;—U,
~
tP,)

=Q f ~

Vf Uf t p;). Higher order approximations will be
considered in a forthcoming paper. Then

I(i ~ f)= (2~12'/&)A ('—~ f) =Qf
I
V' U'ly~)—

I dr2, dR u*(r~,) exp[iEnf R')

X(V,—U,)u(r2, ) exp[iEn; R]

=~ dr2, dr, , u*(r~,) exp[ iA r~, ]—

X (V,—U,)u(r2, ) exp[iB r2,]. (4-1)

In (4-1) we have used the quantities

InK ———e' dr~, dr2, u*(r~,) exp[—iA r~,)
X (1/r&, )u(r2, ) exp[iB r2,), (4-4)

is the matrix element considered by BK and evaluated
by a number of authors. "'We quote the results:

InK= —322re'a. 2[E(1+X)+1]'. (4-5)

The second term

1
I~s=e'~ dr2, dr2, u(r~, ) exp[ iA —r~,)

E)2

Xu(rs, ) exp[iB r2g), (4-6)

is the JS and BD matrix element. It has been exactly
evaluated by JS, but is a special case of our third term
and will be rewritten in our formalism. This third term,
which in the present first-order distorted wave treatment
represents a correction to the JS and BD results, is

Iso ———e' dr~, dr2, u(r~, ) exp[ —iA. r~.]
r1 1q

X ( +—
I exp( —»»/a. )

(822 a0 i

Xu(r2, ) exp[iB r„)
1 Bq= —e2~ 1———

~
dr~, dr2, u(r2, ) exp[—iA r~.]

a. Byi &

8 is the center-of-mass scattering angle, and E= (Am/2e2) 2

is the energy of the incoming proton in units of
2(137) 2Mc2= 100 kev. We shall also have need of the
quantity ~A —B j which, to the same order in 222/M, is

(A —B( = (An/e2)a, '=2a, 'E&

Inserting (3-6), I(i~ f) can be written in the form

I(i ~ f)=InK+Iss+Ino.

The first term

A=Ei n, —
E.

M
nf I,

m+M
(4-2)

y =2/a. .

exp( —yR»)u(r2, ) exp(iB r2,)

(4-7)

M
B=E] n, —nf /.

&m+M i
This term is most readily evaluated in momentum

space. We find, after making the appropriate trans-
formations,

32e'r 1 B) r 1

i
1———

i
dp (p+A)'+-

m.a,s E a. By) & a.'
iAi = iBi = -a' 'E(1 X+)&

)I.= [(2M/rN) sin(8/2)]',

(4-3)
X (P2+ 2)—1[(p+B)2+1/a 2)—2 (4 g)

"M, N. Sahu and D. Basu, Indian J. Phys. 19, 121 (1945).
where

The plane waves (1-4) are so de6ned that nf ——n; when
the incident proton 1 is undeflected. To lowest order in

BG
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y= 2/a.

Ses B' ( 1 B )
i

1———
i

dp [(p+A)'+a'j-"
2raba, ' BaBb & a, By) ~

(p2+y2) 1[(p+g)2+,b2j 1 l0

y=2a=2b=2/a. . (4-9)

The integral

I dp [(p+A)2+a2$ 1(p2+y2) 1[(p+g)2+b2$ 1

, (~7 P')'—
I'=22r2(uy —P2) l tan ' (4-10)

where

has been evaluated by Lewis, "with the result (adopting
his notation)

t0

"le
f0

t 0-5

t0

l0

l ((

15 20
X

25 50

~=~= ~o

yielding
t' (2+X) tan 'Ef

Ias =S~esa.2
~iE'[(1+X)E+1js

&&0 '[(p+Il)'+b'j '

2 (1+E)2[(1+X)E+1$

X
(4-11)

(1+E)[(1+X)E+1j')

IsG is quite lengthy. In the limit e —+ ~

-~=[(A-~) +(a+b)'3[~'+(a+y)'3[~'+(b+y)'j,
and

P=y[(A —&)'+ (a+b)'j+b(&2+a'+y')
+a(&'+b'+y').

Examining Eqs. (4-6)—(4-9), evidently

Se' 8'
Igs —— dp [(p+A)2+a2] '

rraba, ' BaBb "

Fra. 2. Comparison of BG and JS angular distributions at
proton energy of 25 kev. The angular distributions are in arbitrary
units.

In the same graph is shown (labeled JS) the angular
distribution predicted by JS-BD who use InK+Iz s, the
matrix element of V;. Both theories predict that the
main contribution to the total capture cross section
comes from small X. However, the peaking in the
present calculation is much more enhanced than in the
corresponding JS cross section. A nonnegligible portion
of their cross section comes from a "large" angle tail
which has its origin in the deQection by the nuclear
proton. Our correction term (Iso) cancels this tail and
restricts the significant region of X to a single narrow
lobe (which is somewhat broader however than the JS
central lobe). We shall return to this point in the dis-
cussion of the impact parameter calculation where the
eGect is more striking.

The total cross section

(222 ) 2 ( f1
Inx+Ino+Izs I' (4-14)

(Mi (22rhsi

4n-e'a, '
Isa~-

(1+E)'[(1+X)E+1j
does not admit of an~lytic evaluation but must be

(4-12) integrated numerically. The results are shown in Figs. 7
and 8, Sec. 6.

Thus in the high-energy limit Iso cancels the JS-BDIJ s
term, so that the total amplitude I is given by I&K, i.e.,
by the matrix element of the proton-electron interaction,
as BK expected.

In Fig. 2 is shown (labeled BG) a representative plot
of the differential cross section

5. IMPACT PARAMETER CALCULATION

Schi6" and Drisko' have shown that the probability
amplitude C&(q) for electron capture by a proton whose
impact parameter is g is given by

do ( y,

) (Inx+I, a+Iso( .
dQ (22rhsi

"R.R. Lewis, Phys. Rev. 102, 537 (1956).

(4-13)

m'E p,

C1(q) = dX J (pE'* 71iq/a)I(X, E), (5-1)
23P 22rh' p

where I(X,E) is the capture amplitude.
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I
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f (BK)

l
I

l

0.5 (.0 &.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
q/

FIG. 3.The negative of the probability amplitude (C&) at an energy
of 25 kev as a function of impact parameter.

The cross section is then

l2

which can be shown to be the same as (4-14).
We have evaluated (5-1) with our first-order matrix

element I of (4-1), over a range of impact parameters q
at energies of 25 and 100 kev. The results are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, along with the comparable results of BK
who consider only the electron-proton interaction t/ &„
and those of Schiff who employs the matrix element
InK+I J s of the total interaction V;.

The BK results for 25 kev show transition proba-
bilities greater than unity for small impact parameters.
Those of SchiG, for the same energy, are more reasonable
except for an unphysical region near zero impact
parameter. There the transition probability is loga-
rithmically infinite, a result of the wide-angle tail,
as )t -+ oo, in the JS-BD term (4-11). The addition of

.ql~, l (BG)
& (0

1~ (SCHIFF)ql& I x )0

EV 4

O

(0 t5 20 25 30 35 40
&/"0

Fio. 5. The electron capture probability multiplied by q/a, for
an energy of 25 kev. The areas under the curves are proportional
to the respective cross sections.

our correction term gives transition probabilities that
are less than unity for all impact parameters at this
energy. For 100 kev, the present theory and BK give
physically allowable transition probabilities for all q,
while those of SchiG diverge for very small q.

In Figs. 5 and 6 the integrand of (5-2) is plotted as a
function of q for the same energies, We see that the
present theory and the theory of Schiff give roughly the
same prediction for the important range of impact
parameters contributing to the cross section. BKpredict
capture more probably taking place closer to the
nucleus. The wide-angle I~s tail here manifests itself in
the unnatural vanishing of SchiFs integrand at impact
parameters —,'a..

0. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The scattering amplitude in the distorted wave
formalism has been simply and rigorously derived. The
method can be applied to rearrangements of, and excita-
tion of, the incident aggregates. We think our expres-
sions are simpler and easier to interpret than those given

Io

6

l

-C&(BG) x 50

I

t (SCHIFF)

~
ru

4

x 250
)

i(BK)" '0
l0

x 25
BK)

-2

l

0 0.5 &.0 (.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
q/oo

0 0.5 )0 ),5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4,0
q/o

FIG. 4. The negative of the probability amplitude (C&) at an energy
of 100 kev as a function of the impact parameter.

FIG. 6. The electron capture probability multiplied by q/o, for
an energy of 100 kev. The areas under the curves are proportional
to the respective cross section.
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Fro. 7. Electron capture cross section. The theories (represented
by curves) are for protons in atomic hydrogen. The experimental
data (represented by single points) are in molecular hydrogen.

by Massey and co-workers, ""especially when applied
to rearrangement collisions.

The results of the application of our theory to the
electron capture problem are displayed in Figs. 7 and 8.
In Fig. 7 we have plotted the results of our calculations
along with the results of JS,"BK, and Pradhan, and the
properly normalized experimental data for energies less
than 100 kev. In Fig. 8 we have compared our theory,
the theory of Pradhan, and the JS cross section for
capture into the ground state with the measurements of
Barnett and Reynolds who have extended the energy
range of the experiments. Our theory fits well to an
energy of 200 kev. There our prediction diverges from
the experimental points. We hold no brief for this ap-
parent success or the success of the other theories. Our
theory, and the JS-BD theory, neglects higher order
matrix elements which shouM be of importance at these

2' D. R. Bates et al. , Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London) A243t 93
(1950-1951).

"H. S. W. Massey and C. B.O. Mohr, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
Ale, 198 (1932).

~ H. S. W. Massey and G. A. Erskine, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A212, 521 (1952).

"Two "Jackson and SchiR" curves are shown, one for capture
only into the ground state, the second, taken from their paper,
includes capture into all states. Multiplication of our ground state
capture curve by the ratio of these two JS curves should yield a
reasonable estimate of our (first-order distorted wave) predicted
total capture cross section.
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Fro. 8. Electron capture cross section (cms). The theories are
for protons in atomic hydrogen; the experimental data are in
molecular hydrogen.

energies, and Pradhan has evaluated the wrong matrix
element. Perhaps of more importance is the fact that
these theories, perforce, have been compared with the
experiments in molecular hydrogen. As Tuan and
Gerjuoy" have pointed out, capture from molecular
hydrogen is very diGerent from capture in atomic
hydrogen, and the agreement must be accidental. It is
our opinion that judgment of the theories for atomic
hydrogen should await the appropriate experiments.

We feel, however, that our first-order approximation
shows important improvements over first Born ap-
proximation. In the high-energy limit our cross section
reduces, as we have argued the correct first-order ap-
proximation to the exact cross section should do, to the
BK cross section. The JS-BD Born approximation, in
this limit, leads to a cross section with the same energy
dependence as the BK cross section, but differing by a
factor of 0.661.Also, the capture probabilities, predicted
by an impact parameter calculation using the distorted
wave amplitude, are physically reasonable at all impact
parameters for energies greater than 25 kev. The corre-
sponding probabilities for the JS-BD Born amplitude
show an unphysical region for all energies. "

We believe the above comments, as well as a com-
parison of the angular distributions predicted by our
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theory and the JS-BD theory, refute the argument of
Bates" explaining the "success" of the conventional first
Born approximation. Bates has derived a matrix ele-
ment similar to ours but argues that for moder-
ate or large inter-proton distances the interaction
(Jt.'is '+a, ') exp( —2Js.'is/a, ) is negligible compared with
the interaction 822 '—r2, '. But close encounters, as we
have shown, are important in the capture process and
the correction term cannot properly be dropped. Its
inclusion changes the character of the interaction. In our
opinion the "success" of either the JS-BD or our first-
order theory in the intermediate energy range 35—200
kev still is not completely understood, because of the
following (usually conveniently overlooked) difhculties:
(i) In the classical limit the capture cross section should
behave like e " at high velocities, ' whereas the BK,
JS-BD, and our cross sections all behave like v ".

ss D. R. Bates, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A247, 294 (1958).

(ii) The impact parameter treatment of each of these
theories shows that with increasing proton energy the
cross section results from capture at smaller and smaller
impact parameters, whereas physical expectation sug-
gests capture should be possible for any proton passing
through the electron cloud; in other words, although the
total probability of capture decreases, there seems no
reason why at high energies capture is possible only for
those protons with vanishingly small impact parameters.
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Charge Transfer in Molecular Hydrogen*
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The eRects of the molecule on electron capture by protons in hydrogen gas have been investigated iri first
Born approximation with different types of electronic wave functions. It always has been supposed that if the
incident proton velocity is large compared to electronic velocities molecular eRects may be neglected, and
that one may then assume one H2 molecule is equivalent to two hydrogen atoms for purposes of charge
transfer. Instead it appears that charge transfer in Hg at high energies bears no simple relationship to charge
transfer in atomic hydrogen. In particular, among other elfects: (i) in the highenergy limit so sr = 1.2 —14oz,
(ii) at lower energies there is important interference between the capture amplitudes from the two atoms in
the molecule. It also is found that transitions to ungerade states of H&+, although unimportant in the energy
range of present experiments, become appreciable at high energies.

1. INTRODUCTION

~ 'HE theoretical problem of the charge transfer
reaction

(1a)p+Hl ~ Hi+p

has received considerable attention from a large number
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of investigators. ' ' In the energy range from about
10' ev to 104 ev, the cross section o-~ for the above
reaction has been measured by crossed beam tech-
niques. ' There are, however, no data available at
energies well above 10 kev where the Born approxima-
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